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Abstract: Include driven programming improvement is a novel approach that has developed in notoriety over the previous decade. Analysts and practitioners alike have contended that various advantages could be garnered from embracing a component driven advancement approach. Be that as it may, those enticing contentions have not been coordinated with supporting experimental confirmation. Also, creating programming frameworks around elements includes new specialized and organizational components that could have noteworthy ramifications for outcomes, for example, programming quality. This paper shows an exact investigation of an extensive scale extend that actualized 1195 elements in a product framework. We analyzed the effect that specialized attributes of item elements, characteristics of the element groups and cross-highlight associations have on programming mix disappointments. Our outcomes demonstrate that specialized variables, for example, the nature of component conditions and hierarchical components, for example, the geo-realistic scattering of the element groups and the part of the element proprietors had reciprocal effect recommending their autonomous and vital part as far as programming quality. Besides, our investigations uncovered that cross-highlight cooperations, measured as the quantity of building conditions between two item features, are a noteworthy driver of incorporation disappointments. The examination and handy ramifications of our outcomes are talked about.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An item highlight is an essential idea in programming creation since it passes on characteristics of an item significant to every one of the partners required in the improvement procedure. For instance, a Consent to make advanced or printed versions of all or a portion of this work for individual or classroom utilize is conceded without charge gave that duplicates are not made or conveyed for profit or business advantage and that duplicates bear this notice and the full reference on the first page. To duplicate generally, to republish, to present on servers or on redistribute to records, requires earlier specific authorization and additionally a charge. Client may impart his/her necessities for a specific item as an accumulation of attributes or components the item should have or a product draftsman may settle on plan choices in view of the gathering of elements that will be a piece of an item.

Throughout the years, scientists and experts alike have verbalized various advantages that could be gathered from receiving a feature-driven improvement approach. For example from a specialized perspective, past work has contended that element driven create ment upgrades advancement adaptability (e.g. [28]), encourages for-mail displaying of frameworks and even prompts to higher levels of value From a procedure point of view, the idea of components is an essential part of the product offerings approach. At last from an authoritative point of view, research-ers have contended that elements speak to exceptionally significant elements that can encourage coordination, joint effort and general administration of programming ventures [8, 32].

Notwithstanding the developing fame and selection of highlight driven programming improvement, we have extremely restricted understanding in the matter of how the specialized characteristics of elements effect customary development results, for example, efficiency and quality. Moreover, there are likewise various authoritative parameters that are in-volved in the utilization of an element driven improvement approach, for example, arranging highlight groups and selecting highlight proprietors. The present best in class on how those hierarchical parts of highlight situated improvement affect results, for example, create ment efficiency or programming quality comprises for the most part of recounted proof.

In this paper, we inspect the effect that specialized properties of item elements, qualities of the element groups and cross-highlight communications have on coordination disappointments. We gathered information from a substantial scale worldwide
programming improvement extend that actualized 1195 elements over a time of 32 months of movement. Our outcomes demonstrate that specialized and authoritative components have complemen-tary affect proposing their free and vital part as far as programming quality. Specifically, we found that the level of specialized coupling inside elements, the centralization of that cou-pling crosswise over compositional segments, the geographic appropriation of highlight groups and additionally the gathering participation of highlight claim ers were vital components prompting to combination disappointments. Hid-thermore, our investigations uncovered that cross-highlight collaborations, measured as the quantity of building conditions between two item elements, are a noteworthy driver of mix disappointments. Whatever is left of the record is sorted out as takes after. We first talk about past work and the examination questions inspected in this paper. At that point, we portray our exploration setting, inquire about outline and results. We close with a talk of the commitments, limitations and future research headings. I.I JOINING DISAPPOINTMENTS IN FEAT-URE-ARRANGED ADVANCEMENT

Programming quality has been the subject of a substantial collection of past re-look work, and various elements that adversely affect delicate product quality have been recognized (e.g. [7, 10, 13, 14, 17, 25, 26, 30, 34]). An unmistakable normal for that work is the attention on specific units of a product framework, for example, documents, classes, mod-u-les, segments or parallels and how their specialized characteristics and examples of progress effect their quality. Those product en-ti-ties speak to substantial limits that bolster basic outline prin-ciples, for example, reflection, data covering up and, by and large, secluded plan. Include driven advancement presents a distinc-tive new component, the item highlight, which has attributes that vary from what we generally think about as a product substance (e.g. a record, class, module or part). To start with, item highlights, similar to viewpoints [20] tend to cut over those customary programming en-ti-ties. In doing as such, they characterize new specialized limits which may incorporate, for example, whole segments or parts of them. Second, those new limits have a tendency to make a testing pressure between sufficiently planning and executing the nec-essay usefulness of the item highlights and the honesty of the building parts or modules included or affected by the different item includes. Given these contrasts amongst elements and the conventional programming elements, it is essential to consider how the particular specialized properties of elements, for example, the burn ac-teristics of structural conditions inserted in the component affect programming quality. Specifically, we are occupied with delicate product quality results with regards to coordinating the different parts that constitute a component, which is a basic procedure venture in highlight driven advancement. This prompts to the accompanying examination address:

RQ1a: What is the effect of specialized traits of an item highlight on disappointments amid the coordination of that element?

It is settled that product improvement includes a specialized measurement as well as a socio-hierarchical one. For ex-abundant, singular level understanding, either specialized or area particular, has been observed to be an imperative element prompting to blunders and disappointments in the advancement of programming frameworks. Arrangement parts of the improvement groups are likewise another essential arrangement of variables that effect vital programming advancement results, for example, quality. For example, the geo-realistic scattering of the colleagues, the charac-teristics of the pioneers and administrator and also their authority styles, the examples of cooperation on undertaking following frameworks and additionally the quantity of people required in the develop-oment of a bit of programming affect programming quality.

A key part of highlight driven advancement is the foundation of highlight groups to build up the important components [27]. Those groups have a tendency to be brief (only for the length of building up a component) and people have a tendency to be individuals from numerous element groups. Socio-hierarchical elements appear to be probably going to assume a noteworthy part in the quality results of highlight groups, yet given the sub-stantial contrasts being developed sorted out around highlight groups instead of conventional groups, it is hard to comprehend what traits will have vital impacts. This prompts to the accompanying examination address:

RQ1b: What is the effect of hierarchical properties of the component group on disappointments amid the mix of an item include?

The past passages have considered specialized and organiza-ational calculates the setting of a solitary item include. Be that as it may, item highlights don't exist in detachment. They depend or collaborate with other item includes. A developing assemblage of work has demonstrated that cross-highlights collaborations are a noteworthy test. Calder and partners [6] contended that ebb and flow inquire about difficulties incorporate understanding where potential cooperations emerge,
how to establish that a communication did in certainty happen and how to determine it. Those holes in the writing lead us to the accompanying examination address:

RQ2: How can we assess cross-feature interactions and what is their impact on failures during the integration of product features?

III. INQUIRE ABOUT SETTING

We collected data from a development organization responsible for producing a navigation system for automobiles. Our data covered 32 months of development activity between 2006 and 2008 corresponding to the last version of the product. One hundred and seventy nine engineers located in 6 development sites distributed across North America, Europe and India participated in the project. Those developers were organized in 13 development teams. Most of the teams involved engineers from at least 2 development sites. Telephone, conference calls and email were the primary mechanisms of communication among distributed teams and engineers. The use of lightweight collaboration technologies such as instant messaging and wikis was not allowed. The project also had daily status meetings organized like scrum meetings. The system was composed of about 1.5 million lines of code distributed in 6,789 source code files and 107 architectural components. The development responsibilities of each component were assigned to a single development team. The source code files were written mostly in C++ but contained a significant amount of code written in C and Assembly language. All developers had full access to the version control system, the task tracking system and a document repository that contained requirements, architectural and design specifications. The project involved the development of 1,195 product features. The organization utilized a feature-oriented development approach and started using that approach 5 years prior to the time covered by our data. In this project, the software architects and the software architecture of the system played an important role in the feature-oriented development process. Software architects were responsible for analyzing the descriptions of each product feature and determining the set of architectural components that would have to be altered or enhanced in order to implement the requested feature. The software architects, then, produce a feature development specification that contained a description of the work to be done in each architectural component. The feature teams used those specifications to do the detailed design and implementation of the feature. Once a feature development specification was written, the management of the project defined a feature team that would be assigned to that particular product feature. The feature teams were composed of engineers for the teams responsible from the architectural components that were impacted by the feature as indicated in the feature specification document. Management also assigned a feature owner to each product feature.

Odds Ratios from Regression Assessing the Impact of Cross-Feature Interactions on Integration Failures

Additional Analyses We performed additional analyses to examine whether the strong impact of cross-feature interactions on integration failures was conditional on other factors. As discussed in section 4.3.4, conditional or moderating effects can be analyzed with interaction terms in a regression model. Model III, we introduced two interaction terms of particular interest: Number of Groups X Number of Cross-Feature Dependencies and GSD X Number of Cross-Feature Dependencies. Geographic dispersion and higher number of individuals involved in the development are two well-established factors that increase the coordination complexity of software development endeavors. Since model II showed such a strong negative impact on failures from the Number of Cross-Feature Dependencies, it is important to understand if such impact changes as the number of groups involved in the development of a pair of features changes or whether those groups are geographically distributed or not.

IV. CONCLUSION

Feature-driven development is a promising approach. In this paper, we set out to empirically study how
technical and organizational factors impact outcomes in projects that use a feature-driven development approach in order to further our understanding of its potential. Specifically, we examined the impact that technical attributes of product features and attributes of the feature teams that developed such feature have on one particular dimension of software quality, integration failures. Our results showed the amount of architectural dependencies contained within a feature as well as how those dependencies are distributed across components have an important effect on failures. Specifically, higher levels of technical coupling and higher concentration of such coupling in a small set of architectural components significantly increase the probability of failures at the time of integrating a product feature. Most importantly, our analyses revealed that cross-feature interactions, measured as the number of architectural dependencies between two product features, are a major driver of integration failures. We also found that several attributes of the feature teams impacted quality. The number of engineers involved in the development of a feature and their geographic dispersion were detrimental to quality. However, our analyses showed also that selecting a feature owner that is involved with a highly coupled architectural component that is part of a product feature helps overcome the detrimental effects that other technical and organizational factors have on the likelihood of integration failures to occur.

The work reported in this paper has four important contributions to the software engineering literature, in particular, to the work on feature-oriented development. First, our results provide one of the very first empirical evaluations of a feature-oriented development setting and its implications for software quality. Second, our analyses explored how the technical and the organizational dimensions of feature-oriented development impacted integration failures as well as how the interplay between both dimensions impacted such failures. Third, we evaluated an approach to assess the impact of cross-feature interactions and the results showed that our measure based on architectural dependency information was a major driver of integration failures accounting for almost 18% of the deviance in our model.

Finally, our results provide concrete guidance to the practice of feature-oriented development. Our results also have important practical implications. As software architecture has become a central element in the development process of many software projects, it is quite common to have in early stages of projects, sufficient information of the software architecture, its constituent elements and their relationships. The strong impact on integration failures that cross-feature dependencies exhibited in our analyses suggest that software architects, software manager or other stakeholders are now in a position to assess the level of cross-feature interactions, determine their relative importance and plan appropriate organizational mechanisms to support the feature teams involved in developing highly interrelated features.
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